
Meeting the 
security needs 
of the modern 
workplace
SMBs face security challenges similar to those of 
enterprises, yet business owners often lack the resources 
 to properly fill these gaps. 

Become their automated CISO with a lean yet enterprise-
grade cyber security solution that both secures and 
manages SMB networks and connected devices. 

SAM Secure Office augments your connectivity offering  
by protecting business networks and IoT devices from 
security breaches and vulnerability exploits.

devices protected 
worldwide
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seconds: the time it  
takes SAM to identify and 
protect a new device that 
enters the network

70%
more accurate IoT 
security coverage than 
the leading competitor



SAM Secure Office solution provides small business owners with a seamless security 
experience protecting their business assets by ensuring employees and their devices 
connected to the network are secure. 

By stacking up enterprise-level security features including dynamic firewall configuration, 
metadata inspection, and anomaly detection, businesses can now detect malicious behavior 
and mitigate potential threats without disturbing user experience

Introducing SAM 
Secure Office 

A management tool designed  
for real-time attack prevention

― Security & network trends: Includes a graph 
with an auto-adjusting scale based on the 
number of events. The “Improvement actions” 
feature highlights actions customers can take 
to secure devices connected to the network

― Network: View devices currently connected to 
the network  

― Security status: Browse network activity and 
analyze new trends

― In the office: Lists users who have an assigned 
device currently connecte

The management dashboard offers key information and insights into the customer’s  
network. Insights and features include security issues reporting, recommended actions,  
and configuration settings. 

Julie, Welcome to your secured business network



SAM Secure Office is powered by the Business 
Security Suite. This powerful tool enables 
businesses to continuously monitor networks 
and prevent employees from falling victim to 
malicious attacks.

After identifying weak spots within a network, 
our solution provides SMBs with meaningful 
action items to resolve them. By using the 
listed recommendations, you can better secure 
your business network and steer clear of 
security threats.

― Continuously monitor 
network activity and 
enable customized 
content filtering

― Vulnerability 
Assessment Tool: 
discover cyber 
security weaknesses 
in devices across 
business networks 

― Virtual patching: 
detect zero-day 
vulnerabilities and 
apply protection on a 
per-device basis for all 
connected devices

Business 
Security Suite

Device 
Fingerprinting 

― Oversee system status 
with an intuitive 
network map

― Isolate employee 
devices in segmented 
network zones

― Map vulnerabilities 
associated with 
employee devices

Offer SMBs high visibility into their network with 
the ability to identify and manage all connected 
devices. 

With SAM’s device fingerprinting, businesses 
can define appropriate security settings for 
each device using network maps and assigning 
them to customized zones: Office, Guest, IoT, 
and Blocked.
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We deliver security that 
also ensures a smooth user 
experience and maximized 
performance.

SAM delivers the quickest 
time to market for CPE-
based network security.

We’re proudly integrated 
with all leading, new or 
legacy, router models and 
can run on any Linux-based 
platform.

Our seamless solution 
provides inbuilt technical 
support and leads to 
increased customer 
satisfaction.

Our unique, patented 
technology was developed 
for real-time attack 
prevention. Unlike other 
security providers that only 
detect attacks, our holistic 
solution stops attacks 
before they happen.

SAM’s unique positioning

Filter unwanted content per employee profile 
across all devices to ensure safe browsing within 
your business network. 

Businesses can report on system status, filtering 
either through individual employees or the 
entire network.

― Suspend internet 
access based on your 
preferences

― Customize employee 
profiles

― Isolate employee 
devices in segmented 
network zones

Employee  
Management Profiles

Add service

www.securingsam.com
info@securingsam.com
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